FIVE ONE IN 1 MILLION
Marlon P.O.W. (Power Of Words)

Five one in 1 million virtuous woman,
type you will bring home to mama put in work for these women.
I find nothing but joy to be around them
it's kind of complicated but I'm happy that I found them.
Five.. one in 1 million beautiful, intelligent,
extraordinary, how I did it is a relevant,
there all are sophisticated full of love, full of swagger;
to be honest I'm just happy that I have her.
Five years after I finish high school, I was figuring,
if I wanted love I had to change his world that I was living in;
So the next honey, who thought my jokes were funny
wasn't about money, and can bring butterflies to my tummy, I was given in!
And there she was I met her at a Frat picnic
and I don't believe that I was the type of dude that she would get with;
but everything about her was top notch,
she was all about the books and the Bible educated and whatnot.
She’s finishing her doctorate degree,
I was in awe that she would holler back and politic with me.
The P to the O, and she was oh so pretty,
slanted eyes and curvy thighs, she was shy, but witty.
From the inner-city had me all silly and sididi
But, she's digging me, so I was like here kitty kitty!
If you should pick me, I'll be there when you're sickly,
if things get tricky, I'll ride or die with thee.
Five one in 1 million virtuous woman,
type you will bring home to mama put in work for these women.
I find nothing but joy to be around them
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it's kind of complicated but I'm happy that I found them.
Five.. one in 1 million beautiful, intelligent,
extraordinary, how I did it is a relevant,
there all are sophisticated, full of love, full of swagger;
to be honest I'm just happy that I have her.
Then out of the blue came this sassy empress,
logical, spiritual type, fathers a vet and an Adventist.
Her mom is a bad mamma JAMA, she's a bad mamma JAMA,
so blessed and highly favored beautiful I had to have her.
I.Q. like P.O.W times two, and her inner and outer energy vibrant like “eew!!”
And everyone she touches loves her,
the most affectionate, compassionate of loving hugs bro,
and I tell you.. this diva, overachiever, gospel believer,
pretty voice like Anita, I need her, she's a keeper;
as the vibe gets sweeter, the dialogue is Deeper,
you sent an angel; Lord bless her and keep her.
Five one in 1 million virtuous woman,
type you will bring home to mama put in work for these women.
I find nothing but joy to be around them
it's kind of complicated but I'm happy that I found them.
Five.. one in 1 million beautiful, intelligent,
extraordinary, how I did it is a relevant,
there all are sophisticated full of love, full of swagger;
to be honest I'm just happy that I have her.
Five hours into the shift at the ICU, I see who?
Beauty BE she, like sky be blue.
Can I be too connected to her vibe , she live!
If she keeps running through my mind she's going to need new shoes
plus I'm a walking and a barking these dogs with you,
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cocoa mocha skin sister what you want me to do?
I want to see you through school, making it do what it do,
I identify with you, you're like my twin boo.
Who can make me furious and still laugh delirious
she's curious like are you serious dude?
She asks a lot of questions and really that's cool.
I want to keep it 100% with you, nothing but truth.
I'm talking nothing but the fruitfulness of fruit for you to chew
remember now thy creator In thy youth. God loves you!
And may he dispatch his angels around you and surround you
I'm so glad that i found; you your cool, for real!
Five one in 1 million virtuous woman,
type you will bring home to mama put in work for these women.
I find nothing but joy to be around them
it's kind of complicated but I'm happy that I found them.
Five.. one in 1 million beautiful, intelligent,
extraordinary, how I did it is a relevant,
there all are sophisticated, full of love, full of swagger;
to be honest I'm just happy that I have her.
A couple of years later, one set of two sisters,
12 months apart sharp, caught the heart of your Mr.
And they both had left for the P to the O and do know
is double the kiss, the bliss, and blisters.
One was cinnamon dark, the other Swiss mocha light,
when sister likes to talk it out, the other like the fight,
one would drop you like a hot potato, one will hold tight,
and fall asleep on your shoulder, the other up all night.
And I had to break up many a fight, and tell them family first,
your sisters daddy is just here for the ride.
And since they both had me queasy inside,
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and I'm still ugly enough to realize their beauty is deeper than I
I told them, they were my two loves of five
cause all we need is love to survive, while the truth and lies fight.
And while truth still trying to get it's cute onand it's boots on,
lies will travel at the speed of the light,
so I promise to keep it real and protect you, and let you; connect to
the Higher you until heaven collects you.
But all pride aside. I love all five, gladly handover my life
and I won't think twice. I told you how I met them all in chronological order,
see the first love was my wife, the last 4 were my daughters.
One blood, one love I thank the 1 Lord for... seven people, five woman,
two men, four daughters...
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